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Introducing CIC Kingston
BY  MORGAN  LEHTINEN

Hello  fellow  chemists ,  chemical  engineers

and  chemical  technologists !  We  are  the  CIC  

 Kingston  Section  and  are  made  up  of  a

passionate  group  of  students ,  faculty

members ,  and  industrial  professionals  who

share  a  common  goal  -  to  create  stronger

bonds  in  the  Kingston  chemical  community .  

 As  a  subsection  of  the  Chemical  Institute  of

Canada  our  goal  is  to  increase  connections

between  chemists ,  chemical  engineers ,  and

chemical  technologists  at  any  stage  of  their

career  within  Eastern  Ontario .   

Website  Launch

PAGE  15



We graciously thank our
collaborators, industry

connections, and educational
institutions for their

contributions, time, and
support.

We are always looking to connect with the Kingston chemical community. If you

are interested in working with us, please do not hesitate to reach out!

Support
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Reviving CIC Kingston
BY  MORGAN  LEHTINEN

     The  CIC  Kingston  Section  was  once  a  booming

community ,  but  after  fall ing  dormant  for  a  number

of  years  we  thought  2020  was  the  time  to  do  a

major  relaunch .   Stuck  at  home  without  access  to

our  laboratories ,  offices  and  favourite  analytical

instruments  (come  on ,  I  know  you  all  have  one ! ) ,

we  started  to  feel  disconnected .         

     Though  COVID-19  brought  many  negatives ,  the

abil ity  for  virtual  networking ,  learning  and

connection  made  it  the  perfect  time  to  think

about  what  our  community  needs  and  how  we  can

provide  it  to  them .   After  many  months  of  hard

work  by  our  executive  we  officially  relaunched  in

August  2020  with  our  f lagship  programs  and

initiatives .   As  the  Student  Chair  of  the  CIC

Kingston  Section ,  I  am  honoured  to  be  a  part  of  a

passionate  executive  who  truly  puts  the

community  f irst .   Thank  you  to  all  who  have

participated  in  our  events  over  the  past  year  and

to  those  who  are  just  learning  about  us ,  we  cannot

wait  to  see  you  in  the  future !

     The  purpose  of  this  biannual  newsletter  is  to

provide  an  overview  of  the  events  and  initiatives

organized  by  the  CIC  Kingston  Section ,  highlight

successes  within  our  community  and  to  share  our

next  steps  as  we  look  to  the  future .  We  hope  to

encourage  more  chemists ,  chemical  engineers  and

chemical  technologists  to  get  involved ,  build

stronger  community  bonds  and  inspire  the  next

generation  of  innovative  minds .   Take  a  read  and

enjoy !

We hope to
encourage more

chemists, chemical
engineers and

chemical
technologists to get

involved, build
stronger community
bonds and inspire

the next generation
of innovative minds.
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Chats by the
Fumehood
BY  JENNIFER

MCLEOD

Over the summer the CIC

Kingston Local Section was

adjusting to the ever

changing “new normal”

COVID-19 lifestyle. However,

the one thing which

remained consistent through

all the changes was

distancing, which led to an

ever-increasing isolated feel. 

To combat this feeling and

bring back a sense of

community we sought to

recreate those water cooler

style conversations with our

bimonthly Chats by the

Fumehood (CBFH) event. 

For CBFH, we invite three

speakers from academia and/or

industry to share stories about

their work and initiatives, then

encourage some social time

with networking in smaller

groups. 

There have been two successful

rounds of CBFH, with an

introductory event at the

beginning of September titled

“Getting to Know Your Chemical

Community”, in which we had

two industry and one academic

speaker covering a wide

breadth of chemistry work. 

These speakers shared stories

outlining their unique career

paths and offering advice on

how to achieve your lifestyle

and career goals. 

 

For our second event at the

end of November we listened

to our community and focused

on the popular topic of , “Green

and Sustainability Initiatives.”

In this session we heard from

industry and academic

personnel who specifically

focus in the field of green

chemistry.

Great discussions were sparked

regarding green thinking,

understanding lifetime

analysis, and implementation

of green chemistry practices as

both a chemist and consumer.

We are looking forward to our

first event of 2021 in early

February and continue to

connect the local chemistry

community during these trying

times.
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Group photo
from "Green and
Sustainability
Initiatives"
session
Nov. 25, 2020



Bonds for Success
BY  TINA  TABRIZIZADEH

The 2020 new year’s resolution for the CIC Kingston

Section was to act as the chemical hub for all the

chemists, chemical engineers and chemical technologists

in the Kingston area with our relaunch and a wide variety

of workshops, seminars and networking events. However,

2020 had different plans for us. In the midst of COVID-19,

where a lack of connection was a common feeling among

the chemical community, we made it our mission to find

virtual ways to bring the community back together. 

Our largest initiative, Bonds for Success: Kingston

Chemical Sciences Mentorship Network was launched in

August 2020 with an overwhelming success with 75+

participants in our inaugural cohort. 

Bonds for Success, co-founded by myself (Program

Coordinator), Morgan Lehtinen (CIC Kingston Section

Representative), Igor Cunha (QGCS Representative), and

Connor Sanders (CEGSA Representative), is the first of its

kind chemistry and 

chemical engineering specific mentorship program

offered to all Kingston Section members as a

collaboration between  the Chemical Institute of Canada

(CIC) Kingston Section, Queen’s University Graduate

Chemistry Society (QGCS), and Queen’s University

Chemical Engineering Graduate Student Association

(CEGSA).

In Bonds for Success, we came together to create a

stronger sense of community for chemistry and chemical

engineering graduate students by providing the

opportunity to work closely with mentors at various

stages of their professional careers. Our  mentor cohort

includes Queen’s and Royal Military College faculty,

industry members, startup founders, patent law experts

and more.
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In the midst of
COVID-19, where a
lack of connection

was a common
feeling among the

chemical
community, we

made it our mission
to find virtual ways

to bring the
community back

together.
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We matched mentees with mentors based on their career

and professional development goals to learn from their

knowledge and experiences, as well as provide mentors

the opportunity to give back to the next generation of

scientists.

The Bonds for Success Executive Team is extremely proud

of the support we have received and are excited to

continue with a second cohort in January 2021.

The second round is launching with an improved structure

and is now offering additional guidance, support and

resources throughout the three-month duration.  This will

be done in the form of workshops, networking sessions

and guidelines for personal and professional development

goal setting so that both mentors and mentees can get

the most out of this experience.  

After just one pilot round, we can already see a stronger

sense of community and valuable transfer of knowledge

between mentees and mentors as a result of this program.

We cannot wait to see the impact as it continues to grow!

Bonds for Success
Wrap Up and
Networking Event
Dec. 14, 2020



"Your presentation
provided a valuable
inside look at the

choices and
opportunities that lay

ahead for students
who choose to pursue
chemistry at Canadian
universities that they
might otherwise not
have had. Thank you
for reaching out and
thank you both for

sharing your time and
insights!"

 
BY  RACHEL  SHUM  &    

 MICHAEL  TROLIO

When  our  local  section

reflected  on  our  time  in

high  school ,  many  of  us

were  unaware  of  the  world

of  opportunities  that  an

education  in  chemistry

could  provide .  We  realized

the  many  possible  paths  in

chemistry  at  varying  levels

of  education  were  unveiled

much  later  in  our  academic

career .  

Often ,  there  is  l imited

information  early  in  an

undergraduate  degree

regarding  how  graduate

school  works  and  careers  in

chemistry  beyond  a

laboratory  setting .

With COVID-19 restrictions

limiting most if not all STEM

outreach programs where high

school students could get

valuable hands-on chemistry

experience, students may miss

out on important resources and

experiences to make informed

decisions on their academic

career. As Ontario Post-

Secondary Application

deadlines were approaching,

we wanted to take advantage

of this virtual era by offering

'Solving the CheMystery'.

Through this program, we hope

to give insight into the possible

branches and career paths in

chemistry. Testimonials 

generously provided from

colleagues who had varying

academic backgrounds in

different chemical sectors

highlighted the many routes in

chemistry. We hope to continue

to work with high school

students and teachers in the

Kingston area to provide

support and opportunities to

inspire, motivate, and offer a

perspective beyond high school

chemistry. 

We continue to offer 'Solving

the CheMystery' to any classes

who wish to learn more about a

career in chemistry and hope to

develop programs and connect

students with resources.

High School Outreach

 

Mr .  Jesse  Streight  

12U  CHEMISTRY  TEACHER

LEAHURST  COLLEGE
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Chemists Operating during COVID-19  

Interview  with  Eduardo  Castro  Juárez
QUEEN 'S  UNIVERSITY  GRADUATE  STUDENT  

1 .  How  did  COVID-19

influence  your  l ife  as  a

grad  student?

2 .  What  were  your  initial

thoughts/feelings  when

you  heard  how  COVID-19

would  influence  your  l ife

as  a  grad  student?

3 .  Though  the  year  has

been  tough ,  were  there  any

positives  that  came  out  for

you?
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The Student Perspect ive

COVID-19 had a huge impact in

my daily routine. I am used to

be in the lab every weekday

from 9 am to 5 pm and

suddenly having to stay home

felt very strange. Not having

that strict every day routine

made me feel lost. It took me

some time, but eventually I

realized that I could use the

time off at home to work on

my writing – both for my thesis

and for future publications –

and to learn a few new things.

Once I figured that out, I tried

to balance writing and having

fun to continue advancing

towards my degree, although

without doing experiments.

Trying to learn new things,

even if just picking up a new

hobby, was also very important

to distract myself from the

Initially, I had a very

pessimistic view of how 2020

would go because of COVID-19.

As a fourth-year graduate

student, I was really worried

about not being able to finish

my experiments and having to

extend the duration of my

studies without guaranteed

funding. This was an

important issue for all

graduate students, especially

international ones. As an

experimental chemist, I had

no idea of when I would be

allowed back in the lab, so this

made me feel anxious.

Eventually, I realized that

there were many things that

were not under my control,

such as when I would be

allowed back in the lab, so I

just decided to take it one day

at a time and try not to

overthink about graduating.

pandemic and to relieve some

of the pressure of graduate

school.

Picking up different hobbies

(old and new) during the

lockdown was important

because it not only refreshed

my mind for writing at home,

but also made me feel re-

energized to go back to the lab

once things started opening

again. Surprisingly, the new

restrictions in place for working

in the lab helped me focus all of

my time in the lab to my

experiments, so I was very

productive once I got back. All

of these things combined

resulted in me finishing writing

three different manuscripts for

submission, putting them

together into my PhD thesis

and being able to finish my

graduate studies in 2020. This

was a big surprise, especially for

my pessimistic self from when

the pandemic started. So, don’t

give up, there is still hope even

in this new reality.



 

Kathleen  Ross

QUEEN 'S  UNIVERSITY

UNDERGRADUATE  STUDENT  

Months  later ,  I  was

informed  that  my  second

year  would  be  online .  I  was

devestated .

As  a  chemistry  student ,

labs  are  the  most  valuable

and  enjoyable  aspect  of  my

degree .  The  fact  that  I  am

not  able  to  spend  time  in

the  lab  this  semester  has

made  it  diff icult  to  stay

inspired  and  connected

with  my  courses .  

To  replace  in  person  labs ,

second  year  students  are

provided  with  lab  videos ,

experimental  data ,  and  a

randomly  assigned  partner

to  write  the  reports  with .

Despite  the  best  efforts  of

the  teaching  teams ,  I  feel

that  my  learning  is  being

compromised  by  not

getting  the  practical

experience  crucial  for  a

deeper  understanding  of

the  concepts  and

techniques .  To  ensure  the

integrity  of  my  degree ,  it  is

essential  that  Queen ’s

takes  all  the  necessary

steps  to  allow  us  to  return

to  the  lab  in  the  upcoming

academic  year .   

Despite  this  year  being  less

than  ideal ,  it  has  provided

valuable  lessons  and

lasting  memories .

The  lab  partners  I  met

through  an  awkward  Zoom

meeting ;  I  now  call  fr iends .

The  small  talk  after  my

tutorial  group  has

completed  our  assignment ;

I  consider  social  time .  The

joyful  surprise  when  a  pet

or  toddler  interrupts  my

professor ;  I  never  would

have  experienced  had  this

era  of  working  from  home

not  taken  place .

I  have  learned  to  be

resil ient ,  self-motivated ,

and  to  cherish  the  small

pleasures  in  l i fe  because  at

a  time  l ike  this ,  we  need  to

appreciate  all  the

happiness  the  world  has  to

offer .

 

 

My  experience  as  an

undergraduate  student  at

Queen ’s  University  has

been  significantly

impacted  by  COVID-19 .

The  pandemic  began

affecting  my  l i fe  in  March

2020  when  f irst  year

students  were  advised  to

move  out  of  residence  as

all  classes  would  be

completed  remotely .

Students  were  expected  to

move  out  within  one  week

of  receiving  the  notice

causing  an  alarmingly  fast

end  to  my  residence

experience .  The  sense  of

urgency  as  everyone

packed  up  within  a  few

days  brought  the  severity

of  COVID  to  l i fe  as  I  was

now  personally  affected

and  afraid .   
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Michael  Trolio

QUEEN 'S  UNIVERSITY

UNDERGRADUATE  STUDENT  

made  by  my  professors  and

the  university  in

maintaining  the

integrity /quality  of  my

education  while  aiding  in

my  adjustment .  

When  it  became  clear  that

the  pandemic  was  going  to

change  my  l i fe  in  the  way

that  it  did ,  I  was  primarily

feeling  nervous  emotions .

It ’s  challenging  to  look

into  the  future  and  not

know  what  was  to  come ,

but  as  the  year  progressed ,

I  became  better  equipped

to  handle  my  feelings  of

uncertainty .  

Although  the  year  was

tough ,  being  home  turned

out  to  bring  some

blessings  to  my  l i fe .

Primarily ,  it  gave  me  the

chance  to  spend  serious

time  with  my  family  which

I  truly  enjoyed .  All  in  all ,  I

am  sti l l  adjusting  and

learning  how  to  better

tackle  the  pandemic  but  I

have  trust  we  will  all

prosper  in  the  months  to

come !

When  COVID  started

impacting  my  l i fe ,  I  was

finishing  up  my  third  year

as  an  undergrad .  I  can

remember  the  l ibraries

being  packed  one  day  and

then  the  next  being

completely  empty ,  the

transition  was  very  rapid .  It

was  definitely  an

adjustment .  

As  the  situation

progressed ,  I  had  to  leave

Kingston  earlier  than

expected  and  begin

learning  remotely  back

home .  Firsthand  I  know  it

affected  everyone

differently .  

Personally ,  I  had  some

troubles  adjusting  to  the

new  online  system  but  I

eventually  made  the

transition .  I  was  beyond

thankful  for  the  effort  
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Dr .  Kevin

Stamplecoskie  

QUEEN 'S  UNIVERSITY

CHEMISTRY  PROFESSOR  

love  would  even  be  able  to

happen  and  what  my

career  was  actually  going

to  look  l ike .  

Some  of  that  uncertainty

has  remained ,  but  we  have

all  adapted ,  in  many  cases

in  very  inspiring  ways .  

The  way  the  Queen ’s

chemistry  department

stepped  up  in  making

thousands  of  gallons  of

hand  sanitizer  for  front  l ine

workers ,  and  how  3D

printing  facil it ies  rapidly

shifted  to  making  face

shields  and  masks ,  are  just

a  few  examples  from  our

community  that  we  should

be  proud  of .

For  my  research  team ,

focusing  on  staying  current

in  our  research  f ield  and

writing  up  manuscripts

that  had  been  in  the  work

(but  we  just  didn ’t  seem  to

have  time  to  complete

until  now) ,  became  very

important  in  carrying  us

through  the  diff iculty  of

isolation .  

I  am  not  going  to  pretend

that  it  has  been  easy  to   

 
Chemists Operating during COVID-19 

The Academia Perspect ive
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adapt  in  teaching .  I  dearly

miss  standing  in  front  of  a

crowd  of  10-700 ,  some  of

whom  actually  want  to

hear  what  I  have  to  say !

However ,  online  teaching

has  forced  me  to  f ind  new

ways  of  engaging  students ,

ways  that  will  undoubtedly

beincorporated

permanently  into  my

classes  and  make  me  a

more  effective  teacher .

Through  Zoom  networking

events  and  student

mentorship  programs ,  I

believe  the  Kingston  Local

Section  of  the  CIC

somehow  managed  to

create  more  social  and

professional  networking

opportunities  during  a

pandemic  than  my

previous  experience !

When  the  pandemic  came

to  Canada  I  was  4  years

into  my  f irst  academic

appointment .My  research

team  was  starting  to  really

take  shape  and  produce

some  of  our  most  exciting

work .  Teaching  was

engaging  and  fun ,  and  the

career  I  had  pictured  in  my

dreams  was  coming  true… 

It  seemed  l ike  overnight ,

the  confidence  and

excitement  had  been

overtaken  by  uncertainty ;

uncertainty  of  the  future

health  of  everyone  I  knew ,

and  uncertainty  in  how  the

work  I  have  come  to  



The  growth  of  the  Kingston

Local  Section  over  this  past

year  was  such  a  welcome

surprise .

Humans  are  inherently

social  creatures ;  it  is  l ike

we  have  buckets  in  our

minds  labelled

“work” , “exercise” ,  “ leisure” ,

“social  interaction”  etc…

and  these  buckets  all  need

fil l ing  with  day-to-day

experiences  for  us  to

maintain  our  mental

health  and  wellbeing .  

In  isolation  I  certainly  was

starving  for  social

interactions ,  whether  I  was

will ing  to  admit  it  or  not .  

optimistic  that  we  can  not

just  survive  but  f ind  new

opportunities  in  these

trying  times .  

The  inspiring  executives  of

the  CIC  Kingston  Local

Section  and  the  events

they  have  held  help  remind

me  of  that .
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The  CIC  meetings  and

networking  events  were

some  of  the  only

opportunities  to  interact

with  anyone  outside  of  my

home .  They  not  only  helped

me  stay  connected  but

actually  grew  my

professional  network

substantially . I  was  given

opportunities  to  meet

chemists  in  Kingston  and

abroad  and  form

friendships  that  will  last .   

I  am  thankful  every  day  to

be  working  with  some  of

the  most  exciting  people  I

know ,  people  who  refuse  to

let  the  fear  take  over ,  and

who  are  perpetually

Chernoff Hall, Queen's University



 

Dr .  J .  Daniel  Padmos

RESEARCHER  AT  DUPONT

continues  to  make  a  strong

social  and  economic

impact  in  the  local

community  through  various

outreach  activities :   We

recently  collaborated  with

Queen ’s  University  and  the

Chemical  Institute  of

Canada  (CIC)  Kingston

chapter  on  the  “Bonds  for

Success”  mentorship

program .  

This  virtual  program  aims

to  connect  students  with

the  community  of  chemists ,

chemical  engineers ,  and

chemical  technologists  in

Kingston  and  surrounding

areas  to  offer  professional

and  technical  development

opportunities .  

Furthermore ,  a  virtual

Kingston  site  tour  and

networking  round  table

discussion  was  held  for

chemistry  graduate

students  in  collaboration

with  the  Queen ’s  Graduate

Chemistry  Society  to  learn

more  about  the  chemical

industry ,  DuPont ’s  values

and  it ’s  employees .  

At  DuPont ,  we  understand

the  power  of  people  

contributing  their  time  and

effort  to  make  a  positive

impact  in  their

communities .  This  spirit  of

volunteerism  remains

strong  amongst  the

employees  at  Kingston .  A

number  of  our  employees

have  been  volunteering  at

local  area  organizations  to

help  advance  chemistry

and  support  students  in

pursuing  careers  in

chemistry  and  science ,  as

well  as  hold   positions  on

the  CIC  Kingston  Section

Executive  Committee  to

continue  working  towards

the  goal  of  strengthening

the  Kingston  chemical

community .   

In  these  challenging  times ,

let  us  all  continue  to  f ind

ways  to  make  a  meaningful

impact  in  the  l ives  of

people  in  our  local

communities  for  a  better

future .

 

 
Chemists Operating during COVID-19 

The Industry Perspect ive

An  important  part  of

DuPont ’s  mission  is  to

connect  with  people  and

drive  progress  through

community  outreach ,

education  partnerships ,

and  a  strong  culture  of

volunteerism  to  make  a

meaningful  difference  in

the  communities  we  serve

aligning  with  the  missions

of  the  Chemical  Institute  of

Canada  (CIC)  Kingston

Section .  

During  this  time  of

unprecedented  challenges ,

DuPont  Canada ’s

commitment  to  community

remains  strong  as  ever .  

In- l ine  with  this

commitment ,  our  Kingston

Technology  Centre
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Dr .  Samantha  Smith

Chemists Operating during COVID-19 
Offering a (Sanit ized) Helping Hand

 

GreenCentre  Canada ,  along  with  Queen ’s  University ’s  Chemistry  and  Chemical

Engineering  Departments ,  partnered  with  Kingston  Health  Sciences  Centre

(KHSC)  and  Tri-Art  Manufacturing  to  produce  hand  sanitizer  for  local  hospitals

when  supply  could  not  meet  the  demand .  GreenCentre  delivered  a  total  of  800  L

of  hand  sanitizer  to  KHSC ,  in  addition  to  supplying  their  own  workplace  to  keep

GreenCentre  employees  safe .  They  also  introduced  rigorous  cleaning  schedules

and  workplace  policies  that  met  or  exceeded  public  health  guidelines  and

regulations .   The  commitment  of  the  team  meant  GreenCentre  was  well-

positioned  to  continue  client  project  work  as  an  essential  business .
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Amy  Holland ,  MSc

 

RESEARCHERS  AT  GREENCENTRE  CANADA



Website
Launch
BY  PARIMAH  AMINFAR

The CIC Kingston Local Section

was working towards creating a

community for chemists,

chemical engineers, and

chemical technologists in

Kingston and the surrounding

area. 

After our networking events

last fall, we launched our

website with the aim of

providing our community with

the latest news from the Local

Section. 

Our goal was to build a long-

term networking platform

where you can find out about  

 

our past and upcoming

initiatives.

Throughout our preliminary

events and initiatives, we tried

to learn from our community

and develop the website

structure and design that

speaks to their wants and

needs. 

Another purpose of our website

is to get any visitor, such as

someone new to our

community interested and 

 attracted to our events and

opportunities. 

Finally, the website gives our

community the opportunity of

sending us their comments and

suggestions to ensure we are

closely connected and

improving to fit their interests.

During the pandemic, social

media has paved the way for

people to stay connected while

social distancing. We hope our

community stays in touch with

us via the website no matter

where they are located!
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Front page of
CIC Kingston's
own website



S e p t e m b e r  2 0 1 9 I s s u e  0 6

Our Next Steps
by  Morgan  Leht inen

Thank you all for joining us along our relaunch journey

and continually supporting the CIC Kingston Section

over the past year.  Successfully creating a community

of chemists, chemical engineers and chemical

technologists in the Kingston area would be extremely

difficult with each of you - thank you for sharing our

mission.  Looking forward to 2021 we are eager to

continue discussing and learning new things with

Chats by the Fumehood, inspiring the young budding

chemical scientists of the future with mentorship and

outreach and acting as your chemical hub! If you

would like to get involved or have ideas for new events

and initiatives, please reach out to our team!
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Dr .  Kevin

Stamplecoskie  

CHAIR

Meet the Executive Team
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Morgan  Lehtinen

STUDENT  CHAIR  |  CHATS

BY  THE  FUMEHOOD

COORDINATOR

Tina  Tabrizizadeh

TREASURER  |  BONDS

FOR  SUCCESS  PROGRAM

COORDINATOR

Jennifer  McLeod

EDII  COORDINATOR  |

CHATS  BY  THE  FUMEHOOD

COORDINATOR

Rachel  Shum

SOCIAL  MEDIA  AND

OUTREACH  DIRECTOR

Parimah  Aminfar

WEBSITE  AND  CONTENT

COORDINATOR

Kathleen  Ross

QUEEN ’S  CHEMISTRY

UNDERGRADUATE  REP  |  SOCIAL

MEDIA  COORDINATOR

Michael  Trolio

QUEEN ’S  CHEMISTRY

UNDERGRADUATE  REP  |

OUTREACH  COORDINATOR
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Connect with Us!

Editorial Team
RACHEL SHUM

KATHLEEN ROSS


